Science Fair Board

Make sure you have all the part of the science fair board completed. Please check on the lines to the left that you have each part. Get your parent or guardian to sign the bottom after they have read through it and you will get 10 points extra credit. **FOLLOW BACKBOARD LAYOUT ON MY SHAREPOINT SITE**

1. Title stating topic question
   - Score: 0 10 20

2. Purpose stated properly (The purpose of this project is to)
   - Score: 0 10 20

3. Hypothesis (IF, then, because)
   - Score: 0 10 20

4. Abstract attached to board (follow all steps in packet)
   - Score: 0 10 20

5. Variables (Independent, dependent and controlled)
   - Score: 0 10 20

6. Materials an Equipment List
   - Score: 0 10 20

7. Procedures (step by step easy to follow; reproducible)
   - Score: 0 10 20

8. Observations and data
   - Score: 0 10 20

9. Analysis of data
   - Score: 0 10 20

10. Data Table (labeled and correct)
    - Score: 0 10 20

11. Graph of Data
    - Score: 0 10 20

12. Conclusion
    - Score: 0 10 20

13. Effort and creativity
    - Score: 0 10 20

14. Neatness
    - Score: 0 10 20

15. Completeness
    - Score: 0 10 20

Total: \( \frac{\text{Score}}{300} \) %

_______________________________  ________________
Parent signature  (bonus 10 points) I

(Please look online for backboard ideas to make your board stand out from all the others in a positive way).
Make sure you have all the part of the science fair packet completed. With your parents, please check on the lines to the left that you have each part. Get your parent or guardian to sign the bottom after they have read through everything and deem it to be complete, and you will get 10 points extra credit.
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Parent signature (bonus 10 points)

I have looked at my child’s science fair project and have checked all parts for neatness and completeness.